Ave Maria (FL) vs. Point
2/17/2017
Plant City, FL

Point at Ave Maria (FL)
2/17/2017 Plant City, FL (Randy Larson Complex)

Point (4-5)
Player
Anderson, Amber CF
O'Neal, Tomi Kate 2B
Boutwell, Ariana DP
Pendley, Shea 1B
Proctor, Sadie SS
Simmons, Micah 3B
Hinkle, Leslie LF
Owen, Mikayla RF
Williams, Brooke C
Simpson, Ryan P
Davis, Kelsey P
Total:

Ave Maria (FL) (4-1)
Player
Shadley, Marinna SS
Mosher, Sadie P
Colding, Alyssa 1B
Twigg, Genevieve DP
Stirtzinger, Deanna LF
Aldred, Paige RF
Conde, Marissa 3B
Jeter, McKayla C
Del Pino, Pookie 2B
Curtiss, Rachel CF
Total:

Score by Innings
Point

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -  R  H  E

Point
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  2 5 1
Ave Maria (FL)
0 4 0 0 1 3 x -  8 12 1

E - O'Neal, Mosher
DP - PU(0): ; LEFT- PU(9): Proctor,O'Neal(2),Anderson,Hinkle,Pendley,Simmons(2),Boutwell;
AMU(0): AMU(5): Colding,Stirtzinger,Mosher(2),Shadley
2B- Proctor, Colding, Mosher
3B-
HR-
SB- Shadley
CS-
SH-
SF-

Point
IP H R ER BB SO AB FO GO
Simpson, Ryan 4.0 5 4 1 0 3 18 2 3
Davis, Kelsey 2.0 7 4 4 0 2 13 1 1
Total: 6.0 12 8 5 0 5 31 3 4

Ave Maria (FL)
IP H R ER BB SO AB FO GO
Mosher, Sadie 7.0 5 2 2 4 5 28 5 4
Total: 7.0 5 2 2 4 5 28 5 4

Winner- Mosher, Sadie (2-1)
Loser- Simpson, Ryan (2-5)
Save-  
WP- Davis, Mosher(2)  
PB- B K-
Point vs. Ave Maria (FL)
2/17/2017

Score by Innings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave Maria (FL)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Point Starting Lineup-
Amber Anderson (CF), Tomi Kate O'Neal (2B), Ariana Boutwell (DP), Shea Pendley (1B), Sadie Proctor (SS), Micah Simmons (3B), Leslie Hinkle (LF), Mikayla Owen (RF), Brooke Williams (C), Ryan Simpson (P).

Ave Maria (FL) Starting Lineup-
Marinna SHADLEY (SS), Sadie MOSHER (P), Alyssa COLDING (1B), Genevieve TWIGG (DP), Deanna STIRTZINGER (LF), Paige ALDRED (RF), Marissa CONDE (3B), McKayla JETER (C), Pookie DEL PINO (2B), Rachel CURTISS (CF).

Umpires-

Top of 1st- Amber Anderson struck out swinging[0-0]. Tomi Kate O'Neal flied out to left(7)[0-0]. Ariana Boutwell reached on a walk[0-0]. Shea Pendley reached on a walk[0-0], Ariana Boutwell advanced to second. Sadie Proctor doubled to left-center[0-0], Ariana Boutwell Scored, Shea Pendley Scored. Wild Pitch by Sadie MOSHER[0-0], Sadie Proctor advanced to third. Micah Simmons reached on a walk[0-0]. Leslie Hinkle struck out looking[0-0].
(2 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

Bottom of 1st- Marinna SHADLEY grounded out to short(6-3)[0-0]. Sadie MOSHER struck out swinging[0-0]. Alyssa COLDING struck out swinging[0-0].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Top of 2nd- Mikayla Owen popped out to short(6)[0-0]. Brooke Williams popped out to the pitcher's mound(1)[0-0]. Amber Anderson singled to short[0-0]. Tomi Kate O'Neal singled to left[0-0], Amber Anderson advanced to second. Ariana Boutwell grounded out to the pitcher's mound(1-3)[0-0].
(0 Runs, 2 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

Bottom of 2nd- Genevieve TWIGG popped out to short(6)[0-0]. Deanna STIRTZINGER singled[0-0]. Paige ALDRED reached base on Tomi Kate O'Neal's misplayed grounder[0-0], Deanna STIRTZINGER advanced to second. Marissa CONDE singled to center[0-0], Deanna STIRTZINGER Scored, Paige ALDRED advanced to third. McKayla JETER grounded out to short(6-3)[0-0], Paige ALDRED Scored, Marissa CONDE advanced to second. Pookie DEL PINO singled to left[0-0], Marissa CONDE advanced to third. Marinna SHADLEY singled to right[0-0], Marissa CONDE Scored, Pookie DEL PINO Scored. Sadie MOSHER doubled to left[0-0], Marinna SHADLEY advanced to third. Alyssa COLDING flied out to left(7)[0-0].
Top of 3rd- Shea Pendley popped out to short(6)[0-0]. Sadie Proctor struck out swinging[0-0]. Micah Simmons singled to short[0-0]. Leslie Hinkle reached base on Sadie MOSHER's misplayed grounder[0-0], Micah Simmons advanced to second. Mikayla Owen popped out to short(6)[0-0].
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 1 Error, 2 LOB)

Bottom of 3rd- Genevieve TWIGG popped out to second(4)[0-0]. Deanna STIRZINGER popped out to the pitcher's mound(1)[0-0]. Paige ALDRED lined out to third(5)[0-0].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Top of 4th- Brooke Williams singled to right[0-0]. Wild Pitch by Sadie MOSHER[0-0], Brooke Williams advanced to second. Amber Anderson grounded out to the pitcher's mound(1-3)[0-0], Brooke Williams advanced to third. Tomi Kate O'Neal reached first on the fielder's choice[0-0]. Ariana Boutwell reached first on the fielder's choice[0-0], Brooke Williams was forced out(6-5), Tomi Kate O'Neal advanced to second. Shea Pendley flied out to center(8)[0-0].
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

Bottom of 4th- Marissa CONDE grounded out to short(6-3)[0-0]. McKayla JETER flied out to left(7)[0-0]. Pookie DEL PINO struck out swinging[0-0].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Top of 5th- Sadie Proctor grounded out to short(6-3)[0-0]. Micah Simmons flied out to center(8)[0-0]. Leslie Hinkle struck out looking[0-0].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Bottom of 5th- Davis now in to pitch, replacing Simpson[0-0]. Marinna SHADLEY singled to first[0-0]. Wild Pitch by Kelsey Davis[0-0], Marinna SHADLEY advanced to second. Sadie MOSHER singled to right[0-0], Marinna SHADLEY advanced to third. Alyssa COLDING singled to third[0-0], Marinna SHADLEY Scored, Sadie MOSHER advanced to second. Genevieve TWIGG popped out to the infield(2)[0-0]. Deanna STIRZINGER reached first on the fielder's choice[0-0], Sadie MOSHER advanced to third, Alyssa COLDING was forced out(6-4). Paige ALDRED struck out swinging[0-0].
(1 Run, 3 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

Top of 6th- Mikayla Owen flied out to center(8)[0-0]. Brooke Williams flied out to center(8)[0-0]. Amber Anderson lined out to the pitcher's mound(1)[0-0].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Bottom of 6th- Marissa CONDE grounded out to short(6-3)[0-0]. McKayla JETER singled to center[0-0]. Pookie DEL PINO singled to left[0-0], McKayla JETER advanced to second. Marinna SHADLEY singled to deep center[0-0], McKayla JETER Scored, Pookie DEL PINO Scored. Marinna SHADLEY advanced to second, on a stolen base. Sadie MOSHER struck out swinging[0-0]. Alyssa COLDING doubled to right[0-0], Marinna SHADLEY Scored. Genevieve TWIGG flied out to left(7)[0-0].
(3 Runs, 4 Hits, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

Top of 7th- Tomi Kate O'Neal lined out to the pitcher's mound(1)[0-0]. Ariana Boutwell struck out swinging[0-0]. Shea Pendley reached on a walk[0-0]. Sadie Proctor grounded out to third(5-3)[0-0].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)